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FROM THE EDITOR
Prefabrication seems to be the way forward for the New 
Zealand construction industry. And RMBA member Mike Fox 
has joined the crusade to help increase the country’s housing 
output with the recent launch of his facility in Masterton.

However, architect and Building Today columnist Don Bunting 
tells us from his personal experience that there is less 
prefabrication today than there was when he was living in 
the UK in the 1960s!

That would indicate that the new prefabrication wave has a 
long way to go to reach peak production — and that to solve 
New Zealand’s chronic housing shortage, prefabrication and 
robotics will become absolutely essential in the massive 
change of approach the industry will be forced to undergo in 
the very near future. Time to embrace the inevitable.

Andrew Darlington — Editor
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Protecting the biggest 
investment of 
someone’s lifetime

Too many homes are being built in New 
Zealand without the protection of a 

warranty. Building a new home or undertaking 
a major renovation is often the biggest 
investment of someone’s lifetime, yet we 
estimate about half of all new builds are not 
protected.

Building warranties should be viewed as a vital 
part of any building project. In many countries, 
they are mandatory. Most lenders and banks 
require them — so why aren’t they more 
prevalent in New Zealand?

We believe there is a lack of understanding 
about the limitations of protection under the 
Building Act and Consumer Guarantees Act.

Building guarantees provide much greater 
protection than both these Acts, and provide 
cover not included by general house insurance.

Consumers are not covered for loss of deposit 
and non-completion under these Acts, and 
cover for materials and workmanship is limited 
to one year.

Most importantly, under the Building Act, if a 
builder is no longer in business, the warranty 
becomes void. A Guarantee ensures your 
investment is protected regardless of whether 
your builder is still in business or not.

The issue with Stonewood Homes NZ in 2016 is 
a good example of the need for protection 
under a building guarantee.

The franchise collapsed, but under the Master 
Build Guarantee, 110 homes were completed 
and a further 150 had issues resolved. This is a 
great example of the Guarantee in action.

We worked with the new Stonewood owners 
and other Registered Master Builders to 
ensure a great outcome for these home 
owners at a very stressful time.

We are building more homes than ever before. 
As Master Builders, we set the standard for 
professionalism in this time of boom. Part of 

Chief’s Chat 
By CEO David Kelly
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that professionalism is the Master Build 
10-Year Guarantee, which is focused on getting 
the home completed to a high-quality standard 
to deliver a better-built New Zealand.

Registered Master Builders were the first to 
offer building guarantees in New Zealand. For 
the past 25 years, we have protected more 
than 140,000 homes with our guarantee, which 
has been developed in New Zealand for New 
Zealand homes.

We have recently updated and relaunched our 
Guarantee to ensure we continue to meet the 
evolving needs of consumers.

While the vast majority of building projects go 
through smoothly, we recognise that things 
can go wrong. Guarantees provide an efficient 
process to get a resolution during an emotional 
and stressful time.

They are the only way to protect your 
investment when you are renovating or 
building a new home. And when it costs less 
than 1% of the build cost, why wouldn’t you 
protect your biggest investment?

Maximise 
midwinter 
work with 

Resene 
Wintergrade 

paints

Maximise 
midwinter 
work with 

Resene 
Wintergrade 

paints

0800 RESENE (737 363) 
www.resene.co.nz

Painting in winter can be 
a challenge at times with 
the cold weather playing 
havoc with application and 
performance.

That’s why Resene makes Resene 
Wintergrade paints, dropping 
the recommended minimum 
drying temperature to 2°C to 
give you a bit of an insurance 
policy against getting caught in 
the cold. 

The Resene Wintergrade range 
includes: Resene Wintergrade 
Lumbersider waterborne low 
sheen, Resene Wintergrade 
Sonyx 101 waterborne semi-
gloss, Resene Wintergrade Hi-
Glo waterborne gloss, Resene 
Wintergrade X-200 acrylic 
waterproofi ng membrane, 
Resene Wintergrade Quick Dry 
waterborne primer undercoat 
and made to order Resene 
Wintergrade Summit Roof 
and Resene Wintergrade Roof 
Primer.

Best of all, the wintergrade 
versions are the same price as 
the standard products so you can 
just choose whichever product 
fi ts in with your local weather 
conditions.

Available only from Resene.



The St Andrew’s College Centennial Chapel  
in Christchurch has been thoughtfully 

resurrected, following the Canterbury 
earthquakes, to embody the values, history, 
traditions and future aspirations of the College.

The chapel was recognised as the National 
Category Winner of the Construction 
Marketing Services Education Award at the 
2017 New Zealand Commercial Project Awards.

The original chapel had to be pulled down after 
it was extensively damaged by the 
earthquakes. However, many architectural 
treasures were salvaged, and elements from 
the old building were incorporated into the 
new build.

Constructed by Armitage Williams, the new 
chapel includes the bell, gargoyles, Oamaru 
stone, oak doors and lead lights, plus 1000 
bricks, from the original chapel.

As soon as they entered the main door of the 
finely detailed build, the judges said they were 
struck with a sense that it was a special place, 
representing the history and aspirations of the 
College.

“There’s a beautiful transition between the two 
elements. If you stand at the rear it looks old, if 
you go to the front it looks modern and brand 
new,” Armitage Williams head project manager 
Craig Greene says.

“Everybody who walks in the building, their 
first word is ‘wow!’ And that’s exactly what we 
wanted.”

The chapel’s layout is a brave departure from 
traditional axial geometry.

“The structure is complex. Two towers support 
the 220-tonne steel roof, which features 
vaulted ceilings and cantilevered sections 
which are anchored back to central points,” Mr 
Greene says.

“The acoustics are just amazing. There was 
some acapella singing at the opening event. 
The students sang their hearts out and the 
hairs at the back of my head stood up — it was 
awesome.”

Mr Greene praises the massive effort put in by 
his team of tradesmen, the subcontractors, 
architects Architectus Auckland, engineers 
Holmes Consulting, and St Andrew’s College 
who put their faith in them.

School chapel gives nod to the past as it looks to the future

“It was hugely rewarding, it was a massive team 
effort and I was personally delighted with the 
result. The community suffered after the 
earthquakes, so it was good to put something 
worthwhile back in which really made a 
difference,” Mr Greene says.

“The end result was superb, and to win the 
award was the icing on the cake for 
everybody’s hard work.”

Armitage Williams’ partnership with the school 
continues. “We’ve not moved away from St 
Andrews, and have now completed another 
five projects, including a 27m bridge which was 
made off site in Timaru.”

The company has been Registered Master 

Builders for more than 30 years, and is 
entering another project in this year’s New 
Zealand Commercial Project Awards.

“From a company perspective, we’re humble 
and we go on our name and the quality of our 
work, with 60% to 70% of our work being 
repeat work,” Mr Greene says.

The awards are a fantastic communications 
tool for us — they’re a great way to showcase 
the quality of what we do.”

The New Zealand Commercial Project Awards 
are owned by the Registered Master Builders 
Association, and sponsored by PlaceMakers, 
Altus, GIB, Allied Concrete, Construction 
Marketing Services and CARTERS.

The St Andrew’s College Centennial Chapel in Christchurch was awarded the Construction Marketing 
Services Education Award at the 2017 New Zealand Commercial Project Awards.
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Quake-damaged hillside home wins renovation award
After the Canterbury earthquakes struck an 

original 1975 Peter Beaven-designed 
Christchurch home, it was in need of some 
significant restoration work.

The superb renovation by Premium Homes 
was recognised at the 2017 Registered Master 
Builders House of the Year competition, picking 
up the Bunnings Renovation $500,000 to $1 
million award at the national competition.

The judges noted that the owner and builder 
had worked together on the challenging 
renovation to produce a fabulous home that 
will service its occupants for many years to 
come.

Work began with a complete re-level and repair 
of the home’s quake-damaged foundations.

“You had to be a mountain goat to get down to 
the bottom of the house,” Premium Homes 
director Andrew Breward says.

“The house had sunk down the hill and needed 
to be re-levelled. A massive retaining wall, 
which was holding up the drive, collapsed and 
failed, so we had to rebuild that first to get a 
platform that we could actually work on.”

The home was stripped back, and extensive 
effort went into fixing and straightening the 
framing. Salvageable elements were rescued 
and seamlessly incorporated into the new 
renovation.

The four-bedroom home is designed to benefit 
from the stunning views, and the judges said 
the builder’s workmanship and attention to 
detail made it a stand-out renovation.

“When the judges first turned up to look at the 
house they thought they were at the wrong 
place — they thought it was a new house,” Mr 
Breward says.

“It was an old home, but we made it look 
modern. We used lots of rimu and native 
timbers that really enhanced the look of the 
house, and we encouraged the owners to get 
rid of a few of the home’s more dated features.

“The rimu surrounds and all the trims were 
perfectly done and oiled. We put a lot of work 
into colour matching the timber finishes. Our 
foreman is passionate about making things 
right, and we had an antique restorer work on 
the rimu.”

But Mr Breward says it was still a surprise to 

take out the National Award.

“We didn’t expect to win — we went up to 
Auckland to have a bit of time away and we 
invited the home owners to come with us,” he 
says.

“It all happened really fast. We were one of the 
first awards to be announced, and I saw the 
picture of the house come up on the screen 
before they called us out and I just thought ‘Oh 
my God, we won it!’ It was an unbelievable 
surprise.”

This Christchurch home was awarded the Bunnings Renovation $500,000 to $1 million category win at 
the 2017 House of the Year Awards.

He says the national win has been great for the 
company’s reputation, and that he’d enter 
House of the Year again.

As a result, Premium Homes has been 
approached by insurers to tender for work on 
some of Canterbury’s other quake-damaged 
hillside homes.

House of the Year is made possible through the 
support of PlaceMakers, Master Build Services, 
GIB, Nulook, CARTERS, Plumbing World, 
Resene and Bunnings Trade.
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Innovative home on tight site scoops national awards
A remarkable urban oasis in Tauranga took 

home the national CARTERS New Home $1 
million to $2 million Award at the 2017 
Registered Master Builders House of the Year 
awards.

The home also won the Outdoor Living Award 
at the national competition.

Belco Homes Ltd owner Kathy Bell says they 
were absolutely thrilled to come away with the 
win.

“The $1 million to $2 million category is hotly 
contested. There was a wide variety of unique 
and beautiful designer homes, so to achieve a 
win in this category at a national level was a 
real thrill,” she says.

The future-proofed, cedar-and-clay-brick 
family home sits harmoniously alongside a 
Catholic convent, and juts out to school 
grounds overlooking the harbour.

The tight site presented unique challenges and 
opportunities for the team. House of the Year 
judges praised the home’s innovations, noting 
that its floor plan had been cleverly utilised with 
every consideration given to the surrounding 
views, without compromising privacy.

“It’s a well-thought-out home, and it maximises 
every square centimetre of space,” Ms Bell 
says.

“It’s a very stylish and welcoming home which 
exudes calm. It’s packed with bespoke details, 
and its unique finishings demanded high levels 
of craftsmanship. The home offers multi-
functional spaces, and lots of smart and 
discreet storage.”

The judges praised the focus on good materials 
and products, which were well complemented 
by the attention to detail and high standards 
the builders achieved.

“There were challenges with so many features 
requiring a high attention to detail,” Ms Bell 
says.

“These include the feature walls in the entry 
and up the stairwell to the second-floor 
landing, lining the two-storey lift shaft in 
vertical cedar shiplap, the custom copper front 
entry door, the custom copper wall linings in 
bathrooms, the brick interior feature walls 
replicating the exterior — the list goes on . . .” 

Belco Homes has entered the House of the 

This Tauranga home was awarded the CARTERS $1 million to $2 million category win and the Outdoor 
Living Award at the 2017 House of the Year Awards.

Year many times before, and has successfully 
picked up numerous awards, including a win at 
national level.

“The House of the Year competition offers us a 
means to pit ourselves against our peers and 
see where we are in the industry. The 
competition helps our marketing, as it is not us 
simply advocating how well we can construct a 
home —  instead, our ability is independently 
judged.

“When we first joined Registered Master 
Builders five years ago the key drivers were our 
ability to access standardised building 

contracts, and being able to offer the 
Registered Master Build Guarantee to our 
clients.”

“We value being part of a national association 
which supports and advocates for our 
industry, helps keep us up to date with 
industry changes, and also offers 
opportunities for networking and 
camaraderie.”

House of the Year is made possible through the 
support of PlaceMakers, Master Build Services, 
GIB, Nulook, CARTERS, Plumbing World, 
Resene and Bunnings Trade.



Search is on for NZ’s top carpentry apprentice
Carpentry apprentices from across New 

Zealand are being called to show off their 
skills and compete for the coveted title of 
Registered Master Builders CARTERS 2018 
Apprentice of the Year.

The competition comes at a crucial time as 
New Zealand’s building boom continues. With 
the carpentry workforce expected to grow by 
more than 17,000 workers by 2020 (21%), there 
has never been a better time to build a career 
in the trades. *

Registered Master Builders chief executive 
David Kelly says Apprentice of the Year 
supports the industry by showcasing the skills 
of its future leaders.

“Apprentice of the Year is the leading 
apprentice competition for the building and 
construction sector. Taking part in the 
competition is a fantastic way for apprentices 
to establish their careers in the industry,” Mr 
Kelly says.

“The competition participants go on to become 
our future leaders, and we want to encourage 
all ambitious apprentices to take part.

“Apprenticeships provide fantastic careers 
opportunities — not only do you earn as you 
learn, but you are also part of an industry with 
strong job prospects and opportunities for 
growth.

“The Apprentice of the Year competition helps 
young apprentices as they begin their careers, 
and also recognises the employers who invest 
in young talent.

“Developing and training our workforce is a 
crucial part of ensuring we meet our industry’s 
growing needs. By investing in apprentices, 
employers are not only providing apprentices 
with career opportunities but are future-
proofing their businesses and the construction 
industry.”

Entries were open for all eligible carpentry 
apprentices on Monday, April 9, and 
apprentices can be in the running to win a 
share of more than $100,000 in prizes, as well 
as the sought-after title of Registered Master 
Builders CARTERS 2018 Apprentice of the Year.

This year, Registered Master Builders has 
introduced a practical challenge at the regional 
competition, with apprentices also being 

Registered Master Builders CARTERS 2017 Apprentice of the Year finalists compete in the practical 
challenge at the national final.

judged on their initial entry submission.

The top 10 in each region will then progress to 
an interview with the judging panel, and an 
onsite visit where contestants will discuss their 
project.

The regional winners will then go on to 
compete at the Apprentice of the Year national 
competition in Auckland in November.

Registered Master Builders has also introduced 
an award for employers who have had an 
apprentice win three regional titles. This 
celebrates the employers who are investing in 
apprentices and giving back to the industry.

2017 Apprentice of the Year Vincent Hubbard, 
employed by Urban Homes in Hamilton, 
encourages others to enter the competition to 
see how their skills measure up against other 
apprentices in the industry.

“The competition gave me the opportunity to 
really challenge myself, and made me a better 
apprentice by putting me to the test and 
motivating me to work and study harder,” he 
says.

Supporting the competition for the 14th year 
running will be principal sponsor CARTERS. 
CARTERS chief executive Mike Guy says 
CARTERS is honoured to have been a part of 
launching the careers of skilled apprentices for 

more than a decade.

“Apprentice of the Year reflects CARTERS’ 
dedication to supporting New Zealand’s 
apprentices through investing in training and 
mentoring,” he says.

“Attracting young talent to our industry is 
essential to the success of New Zealand’s 
booming construction sector.

“We encourage all young people, both men and 
women, to be a part of a sector that leaves a 
tangible legacy for the generations of Kiwis to 
come.”

Carpentry apprentices can enter the 
competition online at 
www.apprenticeoftheyear.co.nz, with entries 
closing on Monday, June 4.

The Registered Master Builders CARTERS 
Apprentice of the Year competition is made 
possible thanks to principal sponsor CARTERS, 
the Building and Construction Industry 
Training Organisation (BCITO), and supporting 
sponsor the Ministry of Business, Innovation 
and Employment (MBIE).

* Statistics from the Building and Construction 
Industry Training Organisation (BCITO)..
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Modern prefabricated homes ‘nothing like the prefabs of old’
New Zealand modular home provider 

EasyBuild welcomed Minister of Building 
and Construction the Hon Jenny Salesa to 
officially open the EasyBuild Show Home 
Village in Masterton last month.

EasyBuild director Mike Fox says he was 
delighted the Minister was able to attend and 
launch the modular home display.

“We’re pleased Minister Salesa and many other 
industry leaders and officials had a chance to 
tour our prefabrication facilities and view the 
high-quality homes we are building to meet 
New Zealand’s housing needs.”

EasyBuild’s modular homes offer an innovative 
home-grown solution to New Zealand’s current 
housing dilemma.

Highly affordable, these kitset homes cost 30% 
less on average than conventional housing.

The high degree of prefabrication means they 
can be constructed in half the usual time it 
takes to build a home, and can be assembled 
using semi-skilled labour. 

MBIE Multiproof consent

They also have MBIE Multiproof consent, which 
makes the planning and consenting process 
significantly faster.

“Prefabricated or modular homes are common 
overseas where they are seen as an efficient 
and effective way of building premium homes 
on a large scale,” Mr Fox says.

“Our homes are nothing like the prefabs of old 
— they reflect modern housing needs, use 
quality New Zealand materials and comply with 
the New Zealand Building Code.

“Importantly, they are healthy homes, with 
double glazed windows and insulation to keep 
families warm and dry. They have been 
designed to cope with New Zealand 
conditions.”

Preferred Builders sought

EasyBuild has a network of Preferred Builders 
around the country who can complete the 
house packs on site.

But they can also be purchased in kitset form 
— perfect for those with DIY expertise or for 
builders looking for an efficient and affordable 
building solution.

EasyBuild says it has had strong interest from 
builders around the country about becoming 
Preferred Builders, and that there is still a few 
regions available for quality builders to 
operate in.
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The EasyBuild Windsor show home.

Touring EasyBuild’s prefabrication plant in Masterton were, from left: 
Wairarapa Labour MP Kieran McAnulty, Minister for Building and 
Construction the Hon Jenny Salesa, BRANZ chair Dr Helen Anderson, and 
EasyBuild’s Dave Buckthought.

EasyBuild director Mike 
Fox.

Inside the EasyBuild Woodford show home.
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Bob Hunt, the founder of
H i g h m a r k H o m e s , i s
celebrating his �ftieth year in
the building industry this year.
You don't survive that long in a
traditionally volatile sector
through luck; it takes great
knowledge, great systems and
great management. And it's
those qualities that Highmark
Homes is passing on to the next
generation of builders through
its licensing programme.

'Over the years, Highmark Homes
has built many thousands of houses in
the “golden triangle” of Bay of Plenty,
Waikato and Auckland,' explains Bob,
'and we had requests from other areas
too. It was this demand for our homes
that made me realise the value of our
experience.

'To be a builder these days you must
have a Licenced Building Practitioner
quali�cation, and to succeed you also
need a whole lot of industry knowledge
under your belt,' says Bob. 'But, just as a
few entrepreneurs have building skills,
so many builders don't have business

skills.
'Our unique offer is that we can take

builders who are keen to build their
business and help them grow by using
the procedures we've developed over
many years. We'll teach them the art of
growing a business, develop their sales
and marketing techniques and give them
the management and �nancial control
systems to help them become successful
business owners in a relatively short
time.

'It's a proven system that has already
been used by eight licensees around the
country, and now we're looking for more
people to build Highmark Homes
around the country, especially in
Wellington, Hamilton, South Auckland
and the South Island.

FROM STARTER HOMES TO

RETIREMENT HOMES

Bob has building in his blood, as he
explains. 'My father was a structural
engineer and boat builder who took to
farming and I couldn't wait to leave
school in order to start building. But I
soon learned that you need more than
just practical skills, and that was the
foundation of all the systems Highmark
Homes has in place today. Now my son
Ryan is our General Manager and
ensures Licensees have all the tools and
technology they need to run successful
and pro�table businesses.'

Ryan says that Highmark Homes has
over 40 main house plans with an
in�nite number of variations, and
custom designs plans for clients too. 'At
Highmark Homes, we can put together
�rst or starter homes relatively cheaply
and build right up the range to �ve
bedrooms, with specialist homes to suit
farms, orchards or retirement homes
too.

'On top of our nationally recognised
brand, we offer licensees a huge range of
knowledge, skills, procedures and of
course, volume purchasing bene�ts.
For any quality builder looking to grow
their business into a sizeable company,
those are big attractions.'

NEVER LOOKED BACK

Jenine and Reuben Weber of
Masterton recognised the potential of
Highmark Homes back in 2007. 'We
were only 25 at the time, but as soon as
we saw the Highmark Homes advert we
felt it was us', says Jenine. 'Reuben is a
residential builder and I'd been in sales
in the travel industry and we wanted to
settle down, work together and have a
family.”

With their combination of sales and
building skills, Reuben and Jenine took
the big jump. 'Perhaps our youth gave

us the courage because we never looked
back. Our �rst two years were hard,
because of course the GFC hit just after
we started and the building sector went
through one of its downturns, but being
part of Highmark saw us through and
allowed us to expand in a way we
couldn't have on our own.'

These days, the couple have two
children under two but Jenine is still
running sales and marketing for their

company. 'Compared to my previous
job, I actually have a lot more balance in
my life,' she laughs. 'Thanks to Bob,
Ryan and the team at Highmark, we've
learned how to manage a business and
we are with a brand that adapts rapidly to
changes in the market. As a result,
we've done very well �nancially and are
able to employ a nanny so I can continue
my role. I actually love what we do and
being local to Masterton has been a real
advantage. We've built homes now for
people I used to send on holiday!'

FOR GOOD LOCALBUILDERS

Bob and Ryan Hunt are keen to
expand Highmark Homes around the
country, and are now looking for
experienced builders wanting to bene�t
from the brand and its proven designs in
their own area. 'The investment varies
according to area, but is generally
between $75,000 and $105,000,' says
Bob. 'Turnover will depend upon the
effort you put in and how many projects
you are prepared to take on, but using
our systems you can grow as large as you
like – and create a real asset for your
future.

‘As Jenine and Reuben have found,
Highmark Homes has the skills and
experience to help you create a very
successful business. For the right
people, it's a formula for ongoing
success. Give Ryan a call and �nd out
more.'

Building in their blood

Jenine and Reuben Weber

We are expanding and

developing Highmark

Homes with additional
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Bob Hunt, the founder of
H i g h m a r k H o m e s , i s
celebrating his �ftieth year in
the building industry this year.
You don't survive that long in a
traditionally volatile sector
through luck; it takes great
knowledge, great systems and
great management. And it's
those qualities that Highmark
Homes is passing on to the next
generation of builders through
its licensing programme.

'Over the years, Highmark Homes
has built many thousands of houses in
the “golden triangle” of Bay of Plenty,
Waikato and Auckland,' explains Bob,
'and we had requests from other areas
too. It was this demand for our homes
that made me realise the value of our
experience.

'To be a builder these days you must
have a Licenced Building Practitioner
quali�cation, and to succeed you also
need a whole lot of industry knowledge
under your belt,' says Bob. 'But, just as a
few entrepreneurs have building skills,
so many builders don't have business

skills.
'Our unique offer is that we can take

builders who are keen to build their
business and help them grow by using
the procedures we've developed over
many years. We'll teach them the art of
growing a business, develop their sales
and marketing techniques and give them
the management and �nancial control
systems to help them become successful
business owners in a relatively short
time.

'It's a proven system that has already
been used by eight licensees around the
country, and now we're looking for more
people to build Highmark Homes
around the country, especially in
Wellington, Hamilton, South Auckland
and the South Island.

FROM STARTER HOMES TO

RETIREMENT HOMES

Bob has building in his blood, as he
explains. 'My father was a structural
engineer and boat builder who took to
farming and I couldn't wait to leave
school in order to start building. But I
soon learned that you need more than
just practical skills, and that was the
foundation of all the systems Highmark
Homes has in place today. Now my son
Ryan is our General Manager and
ensures Licensees have all the tools and
technology they need to run successful
and pro�table businesses.'

Ryan says that Highmark Homes has
over 40 main house plans with an
in�nite number of variations, and
custom designs plans for clients too. 'At
Highmark Homes, we can put together
�rst or starter homes relatively cheaply
and build right up the range to �ve
bedrooms, with specialist homes to suit
farms, orchards or retirement homes
too.

'On top of our nationally recognised
brand, we offer licensees a huge range of
knowledge, skills, procedures and of
course, volume purchasing bene�ts.
For any quality builder looking to grow
their business into a sizeable company,
those are big attractions.'

NEVER LOOKED BACK

Jenine and Reuben Weber of
Masterton recognised the potential of
Highmark Homes back in 2007. 'We
were only 25 at the time, but as soon as
we saw the Highmark Homes advert we
felt it was us', says Jenine. 'Reuben is a
residential builder and I'd been in sales
in the travel industry and we wanted to
settle down, work together and have a
family.”

With their combination of sales and
building skills, Reuben and Jenine took
the big jump. 'Perhaps our youth gave

us the courage because we never looked
back. Our �rst two years were hard,
because of course the GFC hit just after
we started and the building sector went
through one of its downturns, but being
part of Highmark saw us through and
allowed us to expand in a way we
couldn't have on our own.'

These days, the couple have two
children under two but Jenine is still
running sales and marketing for their

company. 'Compared to my previous
job, I actually have a lot more balance in
my life,' she laughs. 'Thanks to Bob,
Ryan and the team at Highmark, we've
learned how to manage a business and
we are with a brand that adapts rapidly to
changes in the market. As a result,
we've done very well �nancially and are
able to employ a nanny so I can continue
my role. I actually love what we do and
being local to Masterton has been a real
advantage. We've built homes now for
people I used to send on holiday!'

FOR GOOD LOCALBUILDERS

Bob and Ryan Hunt are keen to
expand Highmark Homes around the
country, and are now looking for
experienced builders wanting to bene�t
from the brand and its proven designs in
their own area. 'The investment varies
according to area, but is generally
between $75,000 and $105,000,' says
Bob. 'Turnover will depend upon the
effort you put in and how many projects
you are prepared to take on, but using
our systems you can grow as large as you
like – and create a real asset for your
future.

‘As Jenine and Reuben have found,
Highmark Homes has the skills and
experience to help you create a very
successful business. For the right
people, it's a formula for ongoing
success. Give Ryan a call and �nd out
more.'
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You don't survive that long in a
traditionally volatile sector
through luck; it takes great
knowledge, great systems and
great management. And it's
those qualities that Highmark
Homes is passing on to the next
generation of builders through
its licensing programme.

'Over the years, Highmark Homes
has built many thousands of houses in
the “golden triangle” of Bay of Plenty,
Waikato and Auckland,' explains Bob,
'and we had requests from other areas
too. It was this demand for our homes
that made me realise the value of our
experience.

'To be a builder these days you must
have a Licenced Building Practitioner
quali�cation, and to succeed you also
need a whole lot of industry knowledge
under your belt,' says Bob. 'But, just as a
few entrepreneurs have building skills,
so many builders don't have business

skills.
'Our unique offer is that we can take

builders who are keen to build their
business and help them grow by using
the procedures we've developed over
many years. We'll teach them the art of
growing a business, develop their sales
and marketing techniques and give them
the management and �nancial control
systems to help them become successful
business owners in a relatively short
time.

'It's a proven system that has already
been used by eight licensees around the
country, and now we're looking for more
people to build Highmark Homes
around the country, especially in
Wellington, Hamilton, South Auckland
and the South Island.

FROM STARTER HOMES TO

RETIREMENT HOMES

Bob has building in his blood, as he
explains. 'My father was a structural
engineer and boat builder who took to
farming and I couldn't wait to leave
school in order to start building. But I
soon learned that you need more than
just practical skills, and that was the
foundation of all the systems Highmark
Homes has in place today. Now my son
Ryan is our General Manager and
ensures Licensees have all the tools and
technology they need to run successful
and pro�table businesses.'

Ryan says that Highmark Homes has
over 40 main house plans with an
in�nite number of variations, and
custom designs plans for clients too. 'At
Highmark Homes, we can put together
�rst or starter homes relatively cheaply
and build right up the range to �ve
bedrooms, with specialist homes to suit
farms, orchards or retirement homes
too.

'On top of our nationally recognised
brand, we offer licensees a huge range of
knowledge, skills, procedures and of
course, volume purchasing bene�ts.
For any quality builder looking to grow
their business into a sizeable company,
those are big attractions.'

NEVER LOOKED BACK

Jenine and Reuben Weber of
Masterton recognised the potential of
Highmark Homes back in 2007. 'We
were only 25 at the time, but as soon as
we saw the Highmark Homes advert we
felt it was us', says Jenine. 'Reuben is a
residential builder and I'd been in sales
in the travel industry and we wanted to
settle down, work together and have a
family.”

With their combination of sales and
building skills, Reuben and Jenine took
the big jump. 'Perhaps our youth gave

us the courage because we never looked
back. Our �rst two years were hard,
because of course the GFC hit just after
we started and the building sector went
through one of its downturns, but being
part of Highmark saw us through and
allowed us to expand in a way we
couldn't have on our own.'

These days, the couple have two
children under two but Jenine is still
running sales and marketing for their

company. 'Compared to my previous
job, I actually have a lot more balance in
my life,' she laughs. 'Thanks to Bob,
Ryan and the team at Highmark, we've
learned how to manage a business and
we are with a brand that adapts rapidly to
changes in the market. As a result,
we've done very well �nancially and are
able to employ a nanny so I can continue
my role. I actually love what we do and
being local to Masterton has been a real
advantage. We've built homes now for
people I used to send on holiday!'

FOR GOOD LOCALBUILDERS

Bob and Ryan Hunt are keen to
expand Highmark Homes around the
country, and are now looking for
experienced builders wanting to bene�t
from the brand and its proven designs in
their own area. 'The investment varies
according to area, but is generally
between $75,000 and $105,000,' says
Bob. 'Turnover will depend upon the
effort you put in and how many projects
you are prepared to take on, but using
our systems you can grow as large as you
like – and create a real asset for your
future.

‘As Jenine and Reuben have found,
Highmark Homes has the skills and
experience to help you create a very
successful business. For the right
people, it's a formula for ongoing
success. Give Ryan a call and �nd out
more.'
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Highmark Homes founder Bob 
Hunt is celebrating his 50th 
year in the building industry 
this year. You don’t survive that 
long in a traditionally volatile 
sector through luck — it takes 
great knowledge, great systems 
and great management. And it’s 
those qualities that Highmark 
Homes is passing on to the 
next generation of builders 
through its licensing programme.

“Over the years, Highmark Homes 

has built many thousands of houses 

in the ‘golden triangle’ of Bay of 

Plenty, Waikato and Auckland,” 

Bob says. “And we had requests 

from other areas too. It was this 

demand for our homes that made me 

realise the value of our experience.

“To be a builder these days you must 

have a Licensed Building Practitioner 

qualification, and to succeed you 

also need a whole lot of industry 

knowledge under your belt,” Bob 

says. “But, just as a few entrepreneurs 

have building skills, so many 

builders don’t have business skills.

“Our unique offer is that we can 

take builders who are keen to build 

their business and help them grow by 

using the procedures we’ve developed 

over many years. We’ll teach them the 

art of growing a business, developing 

their sales and marketing techniques, 

and give them the management 

and financial control systems to help 

them become successful business 

owners in a relatively short time.

FROM STARTER HOMES TO 
RETIREMENT HOMES

Bob has building in his blood, as he 

explains. “My father was a structural 

engineer and boat builder who took 

to farming, and I couldn’t wait to leave 

school in order to start building. But I 

soon learned that you need more than 

just practical skills, and that was the 

foundation of all the systems Highmark 

Homes has in place today. Now my 

son Ryan is our General Manager, 

and ensures Licensees have all the 

tools and technology they need to run 

successful and profitable businesses.”

Ryan says Highmark Homes has 

more than 40 main house plans with 

an infinite number of variations, 

and custom design plans for clients 

too. “At Highmark Homes, we can 

put together first or starter homes 

relatively cheaply, and build right 

up the range to five bedrooms, 

with specialist homes to suit farms, 

orchards or retirement homes too.

“On top of our nationally recognised 

brand, we offer licensees a huge range 

of knowledge, skills, procedures and, 

of course, volume purchasing benefits. 

For any quality builder looking to 

grow their business into a sizeable 

company, those are big attractions.”

NEVER LOOKED BACK

Jenine and Reuben Weber of 

Masterton recognised the potential 

of Highmark Homes back in 2007. 

“We were only 25 at the time, but as 

soon as we saw the Highmark Homes 

advert we felt it was us,” Jenine says.

“Reuben is a residential builder and 

I’d been in sales in the travel industry, 

and we wanted to settle down, 

work together and have a family.”

With their combination of sales and 

building skills, Reuben and Jenine 

took the big jump. “Perhaps our 

youth gave us the courage because 

we never looked back. Our first two 

years were hard, because, of course, 

the GFC hit just after we started, and 

the building sector went through 

one of its downturns. “But being 

part of Highmark saw us through 

and allowed us to expand in a way 

we couldn’t have on our own.”

These days, the couple have two 

children aged six and four, but Jenine 

is still running sales and marketing 

for their company. “Compared to 

my previous job, I actually have a lot 

more balance in my life,” she laughs. 

“Thanks to Bob, Ryan and the team 

at Highmark, we’ve learned how to 

manage a business, and we are with a 

brand that adapts rapidly to changes in 

the market. I actually love what we do, 

and being local to Masterton has been a 

real advantage. We’ve built homes now 

for people I used to send on holiday!”

FOR GOOD LOCAL BUILDERS

Bob and Ryan Hunt are keen to 

expand Highmark Homes around 

the country, and are now looking 

for experienced builders wanting to 

benefit from the brand and its proven 

designs in their own area. “The 

investment varies according to area, 

but is generally between $75,000 and 

$105,000,” Bob says. “Turnover will 

depend upon the effort you put in and 

how many projects you are prepared 

to take on, but using our systems you 

can grow as large as you like — and 

create a real asset for your future.

“As Jenine and Reuben have found, 

Highmark Homes has the skills and 

experience to help you create a very 

successful business. For the right people, 

it’s a formula for ongoing success. 

Give Ryan a call and find out more.”

Building in their blood
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The ‘invisible’ costs of building a house in NZ
CoreLogic, a property information, analytics 

and services provider in the United States, 
Australia and New Zealand, says the recently-
released Housing Stocktake Report contains 
underlying data used in the report’s building 
cost calculation that may not be entirely 
reliable.

Commissioned by the Government to support 
decision makers tackling New Zealand’s 
housing crisis, the report includes a building 
cost measure that concludes that the cost of 
building an average house in Auckland is 
$445,000, compared to $395,000 for the rest of 
New Zealand.

Not only is it more expensive to build in 
Auckland, the houses tend to be larger — at 
230sq m — compared with the national 
average of 210sq m. Nationwide, the average 
build cost per square metre is $2000 incl GST.

CoreLogic insurance sales head Richard Deakin 
cautions that the underlying data used in the 
report’s building cost calculation may not be 
entirely reliable.

Mr Deakin, whose particular area of focus is 
property construction data, says the 
calculation is based on “building consents 
lodged for new dwellings” data from Statistics 
New Zealand.

This data records the total value of residential 
building consents and the total floor area to be 
constructed as reported to local councils, and 
is then collated by Statistics New Zealand.

“That data is a good high-level indicator but, 
unfortunately, not a true reflection of actual 
building costs,” Mr Deakin says.

“The value of the building lodged in the 
building consent is only part of the actual cost 
of building a house. A number of major factors 
are either under-represented or not included 
at all.”

So what are these invisible costs then? Mr 
Deakin provides a quick overview:

• Fees and permits: The building “value” noted 
on the consent generally doesn’t include the 
cost of design/architect fees, consent fees and 
any other required permits. All of these 
directly impact the pockets of the new home 
owner.

• Land cost: As adored as the Jetsons are to a 
whole generation, we still need land. The 
building value in the Statistics New Zealand 
measure specifically excludes land, so not only 
does it ignore the cost of the dirt in the first 

place, but also the cost of getting that dirt 
ready so that construction of a new home can 
begin.

• Administration costs: Our urban 
neighbourhoods are experiencing more infill 
and subdivision developments. Before 
construction can even start, there are 
significant costs incurred in subdividing land 
into unit title or freehold sections, including 
the re-surveying of plans, legal fees and 
resource consents.

• Groundwork: After the legal work is sorted, 
the ground prep can start.  But with flat land in 
hot demand, attention turns to sloping 
sections which have to be cut, filled and 
retained.

All this activity can quickly become a major 
part of the build cost and, if done post-
purchase, won’t even be captured in the cost of 
the land (and generally won’t be included in the 
reported building cost).

• BRANZ Levy: The contract value reported on 
the building consent incurs levy fees for both 
the Building Research Association of New 
Zealand (BRANZ), an independent and 
impartial building research, testing and 
consulting organisation, and the Ministry of 
Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE).

For this reason, it’s widely believed that the 
values stated on the building consent are often 
under-reported, to minimise the BRANZ and 
MBIE levies payable by the home owner. These 

can add another 3% to the cost of a house.

In Australia, the Independent Commission 
Against Corruption recommended in 2010 that 
councils in New South Wales adopt tools to make 
stricter checks on reported development costs, 
following a number of high profile fraud cases.

Cordell, a CoreLogic company, built such a tool 
to support more transparent calculation and 
verification of reported project costs.

• Development contributions: Local councils 
may look to recover some of the cost incurred 
in providing the new/upgraded infrastructure 
required by developments, such as water and 
stormwater upgrades, transport links, open 
space reserves and community facilities.

Even a modest development can easily incur 
$60,000-plus in development contributions.

Mr Deakin says because of the significant 
variations of house types, construction 
materials, quality of construction and 
locational factors (slope of land and proximity 
to materials/labour), CoreLogic has used 
detailed construction data to create a 
property-specific rebuild estimate tool.

“The Cordell Sum Sure tool recognises that all 
properties are different. We also provide 
detailed costing data to the construction 
industry.

True build cost

“We are currently developing a dataset of 
CoreLogic Cordell Costing Data which, when 
complete, will provide a more comprehensive 
assessment of the true build cost in New 
Zealand.

“But the reality is that there’s absolutely no 
such thing as an ‘average’ house.

“The building cost data provided in the 
Government’s Housing Stocktake Report is 
certainly a high level indication, and a good 
place to start.

“But it’s not a true reflection of the actual cost 
to build, which is likely to be far greater than 
reported.

“Those additional costs not taken into account 
by the report’s building cost measure suddenly 
become very real when you’re the one 
choosing whether to put yourself in a position 
of paying for them compared with buying an 
existing home.

“At that point, they’re certainly not invisible,” 
Mr Deakin says.

CoreLogic insurance sales head Richard Deakin.
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Entries for Timber Design Awards closing soon
New judges and new categories will ensure 

the prestigious 2018 NZ Wood-Resene 
Timber Design Awards are even more exciting 
than before, according to NZ Wood promotion 
manager Debbie Fergie.

Entries for this year’s event close on Monday, 
April 30. “Entries are already coming in, but if 
we don’t have yours it can’t be considered, and 
nor can it provide a showcase for your 
expertise,” Ms Fergie says.

This is New Zealand’s only timber design award 
which allows engineers, architects, 
architectural designers and builders to 
showcase their innovative projects using 
locally-sourced timber.

Entries must be of a building or structure 
completed between March 1, 2016 and 
February 28, 2018 that include a significant 
amount of timber, be it structural or 
decorative.

However, the judges recognise that wood and 
wood products can be used in many innovative 
ways, and this year the Wood and Fibre 
Creativity Award category has been revised 
and expanded.

This can include original uses of wood fibre 
properties, perhaps applying chemical or 
process innovations to form new products.

Last year, the winner of this category produced 
essential oil from wilding pines, for example.

This year, a new category of Multi-storey 
Timber Building Design has been added to 
reflect the growing acceptance of wood, 
particularly engineered wood, as a viable and 
cost-effective construction material.

This brings the total number of categories to 
10, including the very popular Innovation of 
Student Design Award that was introduced last 
year.

Other categories are Residential Architectural 
Excellence, Commercial Architectural 
Excellence, Engineering Innovation, Excellence 
in Engineered Wood Products, Interior 
Innovation, Exterior Innovation and 
Infrastructure, and the NZ Specialty Timber 
Award.

The speed of construction that wood offers 
helps meet accommodation and office space 
demand across the country, and New Zealand 
is recognised as an international leader in the 
field, Ms Fergie says.

“Local and international companies are looking 
to New Zealand for timber design inspiration,” 
she says.

Judges this year are Pamela Bell, Prefab NZ; 

David Carradine, Timber Design Society; Tim 
Melville, New Zealand Institute of Architects; 
and Andrea Stocchero, Sustainable Architect, 
Scion.

Finalists will be announced on Monday, May 21, 
and will have until July 20 to prepare their final 
submissions.

A cash prize of $2000 will be awarded to the 
winner of each of the nine categories, and 
student winners will each receive $1000 and an 

all-expenses-paid trip to the gala awards.

Winners will be announced at the Grand 
Millennium Hotel in Auckland on Thursday, 
September 20.

For a full list of entry criteria, and a timeline of 
entry submissions and judging 
announcements, call Ms Fergie on 021 807 002, 
email debbie@wpma.org.nz, or go to 
www.nzwood.co.nz/news-and-events/
nz-wood-resene-timber-design-awards-2018.

Winner of the 2017 Residential Architectural Excellence Award, which was also commended in the 
Interior Innovation category, was the Point Wells Gables home with its seamless use of structure, linings 
and cabinetry using a range of timber species and finishes.

Supreme winner of the 2017 NZ Wood-Resene Timber Design Awards was Cathedral Grammar Junior 
School in Christchurch. The project was one of the first in the country to have structural components 
engineered off-site to within 0.5mm tolerances, then assembled on site.
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Leading CEOs and industry influencers to 
front KiwiBuild Summit at buildnz designex

New housing brand set to bring ‘never ordinary’ 
homes to the north and west of Auckland

buildnz designex is excited about hosting 
more than 18 of New Zealand’s leading 

chief executives and industry leaders at the 
upcoming KiwiBuild Summit in July.

Leading journalist and commentator Duncan 
Garner will MC the KiwBuild Summit located 
within the buildnz designex event in Auckland.

Main speakers include Minister for Housing 
and Urban Development, and Transport, the 
Hon Phil Twyford, and Minister for Building and 
Construction the Hon Jenney Salesa. They will 
be joined by Auckland Mayor Phil Goff.

KiwiBuild Summit is free to attend for all 
industry professionals, and will be structured 
around a series of themed panel discussions 
with industry leaders outlining the KiwiBuild 
plan — the Government’s target to deliver 
100,000 high quality, affordable new homes 
over 10 years, with 50% of them in Auckland. *

“I’m looking forward to returning to buildnz 
designex,” Mr Goff says. “It’s a great 
opportunity to talk face to face with the people 
in this vital industry who, together, will allow us 
to build more and build better for the good of 

“Masters of the Process” are among 
words describing newly-launched 

home building company Madison Park Homes.

Owner of the new company Stephen Johnson 
says that from April 1, 2018, Madison Park 
Homes became a fully independent home 
building company having, after many 
successful years, relinquished all ties with the 
Stonewood franchise.

“We feel the time is right for us to move to our 
own brand platform, backed up by our 
extraordinary team who have decades of 
home building experience between them,” Mr 
Johnson says.

“Clients will find us in the same place as before, 
with the same people, offering the same high 
quality experience. The difference is we have a 
new name, new improved plans, and exciting 
new specifications,” he says.

“Never Ordinary” is the catchphrase placed 

New Zealand.”

Mr Goff is no stranger to the industry event’s 
5000-plus industry attendees, having officially 
opened the event in 2015 and appearing as a 
keynote speaker in 2017, where he shared his 
support and vision for industry innovation 
shortly prior to the election that brought 
Labour to power.

National events director Tony Waite says no 
other industry event has the calibre of 
speakers and attendees as this year’s KiwiBuild 
Summit.

“We’re delighted that Phil and Jenny wish to 
commit their valuable time to front the 
industry. The Kiwibuild strategy deserves the 
full attention of the industry to engage, 
collaborate and buy into the plan,” Mr Waite 
says

“The industry has been talking for years about 
the issues of qualified recruitment shortages, 
the growing cost of materials, and difficulties 
of fast-tracking major housing projects. This 
forum gives the Government the opportunity 
to communicate and deliver on new solutions 

across new signage, new collateral and a new 
web site for the company — 
www.madisonparkhomes.co.nz.

Sales and pre-construction manager Mandy 
Mitten says the company works with some of 
the best and most experienced home 
designers in the business.

Truly inspirational

“The two new plan ranges they have developed 
for us are truly inspirational,” Ms Mitten says. 

“Our Never Ordinary range takes design to new 
heights of innovation while also giving clients 
our signature high ceilings, generous windows, 
timber detail and flow to the garden. These 
houses are for clients looking for something 
unique.

“Our Competitive By Design range is for clients 
where budget and good design go hand in 

within the industry.”

PrefabNZ chief executive Pamela Bell will join 
the pan-industry panel, showcasing the 
important role of prefabrication.

“The built environment industry simply has to 
innovate to keep up with changing 
demographics, housing needs and disruptive 
technologies,” Ms Bell says.

“PrefabNZ will use this great opportunity to 
discuss innovative technology and the 
important role that prefabricated products 
and processes have in building homes better 
and faster.”

The event will host 200 exhibiting suppliers, 
special features and Continuing Professional 
Development and Licensed Building 
Practitioner-accredited seminars and learning 
workshops.

buildnz designex is free to attend for all 
industry professionals, and runs from July 4-5 
at the ASB Showgrounds in Auckland.

* www.labour.org.nz/housing

hand to achieve their dream home.”

General manager Stewart Wilson brings 35 
years’ home-building experience to the team.

“We believe we are more flexible and 
responsive to our clients’ individual needs 
— from the reality of their budget to the 
excitement of their dream.”

Mr Johnson says the company has clients who 
have built three or four homes with them.

“People come back and build again. Our goal at 
Madison Park Homes is to build homes of 
uncompromising quality — homes our clients 
will never want to leave.”

Adding up the decades of experience the team 
carries, the calculation soon reaches more 
than seven decades of collective knowledge. 
The team’s established network of local 
contractors, subcontractors and suppliers 
adds further weight to that collective wisdom 
and expertise.
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Feedback vital at PlaceMakers
PlaceMakers is committed to providing a 
superior customer experience for all its 
customers and, ultimately, striving to 
make it easy for them to do business.

One of the key ways PlaceMakers ensures 
it generates the right change for its 
customers is through its monthly trade 
customer service survey, Net Promoter 
Score.

“The survey is key to ensuring we are 
providing market-beating customer 
service on a daily basis, which is driven 
directly from our customers’ feedback,” 
GM Operations Gary Woodhouse says.

“It’s how we determine what we’re doing 
well and what we can do better.”

Here’s some of the responses from 
previous surveys, and how they shaped 
the customer service improvements 
PlaceMakers has made over the past year.

You said . . .

At busy times, when you load up in the 
yard, having to go into the showroom to 

get your paperwork can take too long. 
Time is money!

PlaceMakers did . . .

PlaceMakers rolled out new hand-held 
devices to all branches, so that orders can 
be processed in the yard, meaning 
customers no longer have to wait in a 
queue — just drive in, load up and drive 
out!

You said . . .

You want PlaceMakers to be a genuine 
partner to your business, to provide more 
solutions to better support your business 
management and growth.

PlaceMakers did . . .

PlaceMakers has teamed up with 
NextMinute to make doing business even 
easier for customers. NextMinute is an 
easy-to-use tool that will save time and 
money by helping to manage jobs, and 
organise customers’ business, team and 
operations.

Advertorial

Opus International Consultants now WSP Opus
WSP Opus is now the New Zealand 

operation of WSP, one of the world’s 
leading engineering professional services 
consulting firms, following the purchase of 
Opus International Consultants Ltd (Opus) by 
its new ultimate owner, WSP Global Inc.

Ian Blair has been appointed managing 
director of WSP Opus, taking on the leadership 
role of the New Zealand business which is now 
part of WSP’s global network spanning more 
than 550 offices across 40 countries, and a 
workforce of 42,000.

Mr Blair was previously a member of the Opus 
global executive team with accountability for 
Australia and New Zealand (ANZ). He is now a 
member of the WSP ANZ executive team.

“Our company has been a leading New Zealand 
design and engineering consultancy for 147 
years,” Mr Blair says.

“We’ve established deep roots in this country, 
our expertise contributing to some of New 
Zealand’s most significant infrastructure and 
transportation projects.

“Now as WSP Opus, we have access to an even 

greater depth of expertise and talent through 
WSP’s extensive global network, to provide 
innovative design and engineering solutions to 
our valued clients and, ultimately, to benefit 
the communities they serve, today and into the 
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future.”

WSP Opus’ combined strengths in the sectors 
of transport, property and buildings, and water 
and power, as well as world-class asset 
management, environmental services and 
innovation, are providing new opportunities 
for the business to deliver a broader range of 
services to clients in New Zealand.

The WSP ANZ executive team is led by Guy 
Templeton, president and chief executive for 
WSP ANZ.

“We’ve had a tremendous start to the year with 
our teams in Australia and New Zealand 
getting to know each other, meeting clients 
and collaborating on projects,” Mr Templeton 
says.

“This is a great example of leveraging our 
united passion and capabilities to strengthen 
our business.

“As part of WSP’s regional business model, our 
New Zealand operation now has the breadth of 
capability and the depth of expertise to 
transform our clients’ visions into realities, and 
help the local communities thrive.”

WSP Opus managing director Ian Blair (left) and 
WSP ANZ president and chief executive Guy 
Templeton.
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Entries now open for national Window Awards
Usually “see through” and often going 

“unseen”, the Window Association of New 
Zealand (WANZ) wants to shine the spotlight 
on great windows and glass.

Entries are now open for the industry’s annual 
Window Awards, closing Friday, April 30.

WANZ and Glass Association of New Zealand 
(GANZ) members can download entry forms at 
www.wanz.org.nz/awards. Entrants can also be 
nominated with a brief note to wanz@wanz.nz.

WANZ chief executive Brett Francis says the 
awards are an important annual opportunity 
for association members and their project 
partners to showcase their expertise and 
design brilliance.

“More than just another building component, 
windows and glass impact almost every aspect 
of how we use and enjoy our most important 
spaces,” Mr Francis says.

“The specialised efforts of our members, and 
those they work alongside, take pride of place 
in homes and buildings all over the country. 
And while the best work is often overlooked, or 
looked through, we want to be sure to 
recognise and celebrate their craftsmanship.

Entries are open to all WANZ and GANZ 
members, from designers to manufacturers, 
from makers of glass to the smallest window 
componentry.

Categories span commercial and residential 
projects across 15 different awards, including 
those with a focus on design, glass, eco-
performance and innovation, and even 
showrooms.

“The awards are an important opportunity for 
our members to demonstrate their varied 
skills, and underscore why the best windows 
and glass come from our members.”

Mr Francis says WANZ and GANZ also 
encourage other industry players — architects, 
engineers, builders and home owners — to put 
their projects forward via the association 
member they worked with.

“No part of a building sits in isolation, and 
winning projects illustrate the consideration 
applied by experts from across the 
construction industry.

“Winning case studies can provide great 
working examples to inspire new projects and 
clients, as well as show the breadth of what can 
be achieved through collaboration and 
innovation.”

Last year, Design Windows Nelson won the 
2017 Supreme Award for a state-of-the-art 
alteration to Nelson’s historical Suter Art 

Gallery.

The project was recognised for 
seamlessly integrating an 
uncompromisingly 
contemporary addition with a 
significant heritage building, 
with vast swathes of glass 
included across the new wing’s 
facade.

Design Windows Nelson branch 
manager Peter Walker says it 
was an incredibly complex and 
difficult project, but he is 
immensely proud of his team’s 
work, and the end result.

“As with any high-end 
architectural project, the 
manufacture and installation 
process had to be completed to 
extremely precise specifications, 
with a huge amount of 
customisation, not to mention 
the sensitivities around the 
installation on a Category II 
Heritage building.

“Every so often I drive past it just 
to admire the level of detail. It ’s 
one of my favourite projects I’ve 
worked on.”
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Design Windows Nelson won the 2017 Supreme Award for a 
state-of-the-art alteration to Nelson’s historical Suter Art Gallery.

• Open to projects with windows supplied within the last two calendar years.
• Entry forms available at www.wanz.org.nz/awards or send a nomination email to wanz@wanz.nz.

Categories:

• 2018 WANZ Design Award – Supreme Winner

• 2018 Design Award – Commercial over $100,000

• 2018 Design Award – Commercial under $100,000

• 2018 Design Award – Residential Joinery over $175,000

• 2018 Design Award – Residential Joinery $75,000 —$175,000

• 2018 Design Award – Residential Joinery $25,000 – $75,000

• 2018 Design Award – Residential Joinery under $25,000

• 2018 WANZ Eco Award

• GANZ Best Use of Glass Award

• GANZ Designing with Glass Award

• Special Award for Glass Innovation

• Special Award for Component Innovation

• Window Manufacturer’s Showroom Award

• Glass Showroom

• Suppliers’ Showroom

Window Association of New Zealand Awards:
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Glazing boss: Qualified tradespeople have 
ownership and pride
Richard Aitken has held various 

manufacturing and sales management 
positions over the past 25 years, including four 
years as a regional manager for Viridian Glass, 
Nelson.

His current role is as New Zealand GM at Viridian 
Glass, New Zealand. He strongly believes that 
everyone has a chance to grow and progress.

He says, “Don’t be afraid to change the path 
that you’re on. The best business decision I 
ever made was to relocate my family to a new 
city and a different role in another company.

“My family was young at the time, and it was a 
difficult decision but, retrospectively, the 
experiences I gained were second to none.

“Apprenticeships are a great way for people in 
the industry to start the process of change in 
their own lives. We currently have a strong 
demand in the industry for skilled people. After 
decades of a lack of training, we are experiencing 
skills shortages, and industry training is a real 
positive step forward for everyone.

“We all learn from the experiences gained and 
also by the goals that are before us — like 
having enough skilled workers to meet demand.

“It is important to remember that the decisions 
made by industry leaders have strong links to 

people’s careers, community standing and 
general well-being.

“Often, apprentices put a lot of plans on hold 
until after they get qualified. They hold off from 
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buying houses, travelling, even starting a family.

“Becoming a tradesperson gives them a sense 
of value, ownership and pride, and also allows 
them to grow into outstanding citizens in their 
community.

“Everyone deserves a chance to learn. If an 
employee puts their hand up and says, 
‘hey, I want to do . . . ,’  I’ll do everything that I 
can to help them make their goal a reality.

“Not all jobs in construction happen on time, or 
even that well. If you put the time and effort 
into your employees, then they are willing to 
help out when you need them.

“The techniques I use to encourage my people 
to learn include ‘talk, talk, talk.’ As a people 
person, I have a unique style of management, 
and I strongly believe in engaging with my staff 
on a personal level.

“I love talking with people — from what they did 
in the weekend to having discussions on how 
the work they do is important to the business.

“It creates value and, at the end of the day, I 
think people want to know how their presence 
in the workplace each day makes a difference.

“My best advice to someone starting their first 
business is to concentrate on the people, be 
customer-centric and, remember, we are all the 
same — no one is better than another.”

• An effective leader needs to commit and be honest.

• A commitment to industry training means appreciating that the decisions we 
make as industry leaders have strong links to people’s careers, community 
standing and general well-being.
 

• Best business decision was to relocate my family to a new city and take on a 
different role.

• Life-long learning means we learn from all experiences, negative and positive.

• At the end of a tough week I catch up with friends and family, or you might find 
me riding motorbikes, paddle boarding, or pretending I know the difference 
between a weed and a plant.

 • In 5 years I hope I’m still having fun.

Richard Aitken, Viridian Glass New Zealand

‘Wise words’ from a legendary employer . . .

Viridian Glass, New Zealand GM Richard Aitken.
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20 years ago:
• Work was underway to combine history, food and fashion in a new 
shopping development in Wellington’s Old Bank Arcade and Chambers.

Four historic buildings in Wellington’s CBD, including the former Bank of 
New Zealand building, were being restored by Australian-based developer 
Ipoh Ltd.

The $20 million development included creating a shopping mall containing 
40 upmarket retails shops, cafes and restaurants.

Project manager Jim Barrett said the project would have a significant 
impact on the Wellington retail sector, attracting economic benefits and 
lifting the standard of retail in the city.

15 years ago:
• Minister of Commerce Lianne Dalziel opened the 2003 Registered Master 
Builders Federation conference with promising words for the future of the 
building industry and New Zealand home owners.

The Minister confirmed the release of the Building Industry Authority draft 
solution addressing the issue of treated and untreated timber, and 
outlined the Government’s actions towards mandatory registration for 
building professionals.

The Minister, who assumed responsibility for the Building Act in January 
2003 following the leaky buildings controversy, said some felt she’d been 
handed a hospital pass, but she saw it as more of a challenge.

10 years ago:
• Iconic New Zealand building company Lockwood launched a new range of 
EcoSmart homes to address increasing concerns about climate change and 
the impact construction has on the environment.

The first prototype in the range, the Gullwing EcoSmart showhome, was 
officially opened by Leader of the Opposition John Key.

Lockwood chief executive Bryce Heard said moving into eco-homes was a 
natural progression for the company which was already well known in New 
Zealand for building natural solid timber houses.

“Lockwood homes are already built using timber from fast growing 
plantation trees which absorb more carbon than slower growing 
indigenous forests,” Mr Heard said.

“Harvesting plantations for solid wood and replanting provides the best 
environmental outcome. Solid plantation timber is a sustainable 
renewable building material.”

5 years ago:
• Auckland’s skills-hungry building sector was to get a new source of 
work-ready tradespeople and apprentices.

Leading private tertiary provider New Zealand Management Academies 
(NZMA) was fast-tracking additional construction training into Auckland, in 
partnership with experienced construction educator the Waikato Institute 
of Technology (Wintec).

From May 2013, NZMA was to deliver Wintec’s Level 4 Certificate in 
Building, accredited by the New Zealand Qualifications Authority. The 
40-week programme was an ideal lead-in to a building apprenticeship, 
and graduates were likely to be in hot demand among construction 
employers.
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Women nailing careers in the trades
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Female trade apprentices are 
loving their career choice, but 

few considered a career in 
construction while they were at 
school, research shows.

Thursday, March 8 was 
International Women’s Day — and 
the Building and Construction 
Industry Training Organisation 
(BCITO) wants to attract more 
women to the industry.

It surveyed its female apprentices 
and found that 96% of them had 
strong job satisfaction.

The construction industry is crying 
out for workers. But a career in the 
trades is rarely suggested to girls 
while they’re at school. Nearly 
three-quarters (72%) of BCITO 
female apprentices said they had 
never participated in construction-
related courses while at school, 
and two-thirds (67%) were working 

→  help attract new people to the industry

→   have low staff turnover

→ foster motivation to increase productivity

→  know training people grows your business

ARE YOU A LEGEND? 
visit: mybosslegend.nz

LEGENDARY 
EMPLOYERS:

RUSSELL CLARK

RUSSELL CLARKShevonne Evans, AAJ apprentice at Gateway Glass & Aluminium in Tokoroa.



elsewhere before starting their apprenticeship.

Apprentice Nerida Laws worked in retail for seven years before she picked 
up the tools. She enrolled in the BCITO’s National Certificate in Plaster 
Board Fixing & Finishing, and is now employed by JFS Interiors.

‘Fantastic work-life balance’

“Working in the trades gives you a fantastic work-life balance and a steady 
income. I love the team environment of working on-site and the sense of 
accomplishment you get when you complete a job,” Ms Laws says.

More than half (53%) of BCITO female apprentices said “seeing the job 
finished” was the best thing about being a tradie.

Apprentices were also pleased with the great opportunities for career 
progression, the secure future and the great lifestyle provided by their 
career choice.

Ms Laws is currently working on a hotel site in Queenstown, and says 
although there are at least 50 male tradies and only one other woman, she 
enjoys the banter, and that it’s a very positive work place.

Her employer, Paul Fallon, says JFS Interiors had no hesitations about 
taking on a female apprentice.

‘More and more females on site’

“We are seeing more and more females on site. It might have been 
unusual 10 or 20 years ago, but it’s almost commonplace now,” Mr Fallon 
says.

“While the work can be physical, there’s minimal heavy lifting. There are no 
ways in which women are any better or worse than the guys.”

Less than 3% of BCITO apprentices are female. BCITO chief executive 
Warwick Quinn says the trades offer a range of careers, and more women 
are needed if New Zealand is to meet the industry’s demands.

“More than 65,000 construction workers are needed over the next five 
years, and a little under half of these need to be trade qualified. The sector 
is crying out for workers and our traditional workforce pools are not 
meeting demand, so boosting gender diversity is vital.

“The BCITO is working hard to figure out how it can boost female 
participation in the industry, including leading a group of organisations 
involved in a three-year research project by the Ministry for Women and 

National Centre for Tertiary Teaching Excellence,” Mr Quinn says.

“With the new fees free scheme covering student fees for two years of 

industry-based training, our message to women is that there has never 

been a better time to consider a career in the trades.”

To find out more visit www.bcito.org.nz.
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Being brave

After nearly 50 years in the industry, I find it 
perplexing that in a time of such dramatic 
improvements in technology our industry has 
changed so little.

Not that importing ideas from overseas is 
necessarily the answer as this, with a few 
exceptions, is a global, not a local 
phenomenon.

The design and construction industry is like a 
crusty old campaigner who knows it has to 
change but is reluctant to take that first step 
down an exciting but also terrifying path.

I just offer up two words as catalysts for 
change — prefabrication and robotics.

Sure, prefabrication is being employed to a 
modest extent, but from personal experience 
there is less prefabrication today than we were 
using in the United Kingdom in the 1960s.

And robotics is now widely accepted for most 
industrial processes — just not in our 
industry.

Will radical change occur? Well as Confucious 
once said: Prophecy is difficult, especially 
about the future.

Nevertheless, to make better use of new 
technologies and better ways of working 
together, our industry organisations must 
accept that implementing real change is in 
their hands, not the hands of government or 
government agencies.

Lessons from the past?

The construction company currently under 
serious financial stress built the wonderfully 
ornate and atmospheric Civic Theatre in 
Auckland in only nine months in the late 
1920s.

Today, even with new materials and improved 
construction knowledge, I doubt it could be 
rebuilt in five years.

And in the early 1930s, following the deadly 
Napier earthquake, the local industry 
constructed 160 new commercial buildings in 
less than three years. Today Napier is a Deco 
gem of world renown.

Compare this with the criminally slow efforts in 
Christchurch, and wonder why.

On returning from London, I spent the 70s, 
80s and 90s as a partner in a commercial 

design practice.

As any who were there will attest, it was some 
ride. There were at least two major downturns, 
in both cases caused by poorly conceived 
changes in how our industry operated.

The 1970s was about easy money, which 
turned out to be no money for anyone. The 
1980s was post-modernism at its worst in 
design and corporate practice. In the 1990s we 
barely survived after the semi-collapse of 
public and private banking systems.

New words appeared, representing the change 
in how the industry worked — developer, 
design-build, project management, fixed price 
contracts and that real doozy, fast-track 
design.

These changes led to new forms of contract 
and new ways of divvying up the money, the 
responsibilities and the blame.

And reflect for a moment on the recent tragedy 
of the collapsed pedestrian bridge in Florida, 
and ask why the bridge was fast-tracked and 
left structurally incomplete over a busy 
highway.

Did these earlier dark days lead to the faults 
behind the leaky buildings and other current 
flaws?

It is certainly possible to argue that the 
industry was tired, confused and lacking in 
skills and confidence after the 1987 crash.

Thankfully, most of the hurt then was for 
corporates and investors. Today, the fall-out 
from weathertightness problems is much more 
personal and raw.

Danger signs

With a leading construction organisation 
suffering huge losses on major contracts, you 
don’t have to look far to find reasons for 
concern.

And while the leaky building issue is a 
continuing and shameful situation, there are 
far too many instances of faulty building 
products and faulty construction methods for 
anyone to be complacent.

During a time of prosperity and a high demand 
for more and better buildings, the industry is 
in a parlous state. To correct this situation, 
significant change is needed right throughout 

the design, approval, pricing, contracting and 
construction process.

The state of our building control system is 
scandalous, with ridiculously high charges 
coupled with unacceptably long delays in 
gaining approval. Some improvements are 
promised, but that’s been said too many times 
before.

The consenting system needs a complete 
rebuild, followed by a complete rebuilding of 
our design and construction practices.

New technology and new approaches to 
contracting and construction are being 
adopted piecemeal without anyone taking a 
single bold step.

We must seriously question why our industry 
is not advancing, and analyse how to take 
advantage of modern technologies and better 
ways of collaborating.

A complete change

While most industries and commercial 
enterprises are moving ahead, our industry is 
still back in the “dirty boots” era.

Tim Harford, author of Fifty things that made 
the modern economy, talks about the 
“productivity paradox” — why the introduction 
of a new technology is often delayed.

He uses as an example the development of 
electricity as a new and superior power source 
to steam in the 1880s.

Factories were slow to accept the obvious 
advantages because it would have involved a 
complete change in factory design and 
production management.

No great big central boiler and a system of 
drive shafts, belts and gears any more. Now 
each individual worker could have their own 
personal power source.

Factory owners finally realised they needed to 
reinvent and reinvest to survive and, as they 
soon discovered, to thrive.

Having agonised myself in 1985 over the huge 
cost and disruption of a move to a stage one 
computer-based practice, I appreciate how 
difficult it can be to change traditional ways of 
working.

For our industry, it will also require ways of 
encouraging industry-wide collaboration — 
and for our stick-in-the-mud industry that’s 
going to be really, really hard.

What’s gone wrong?
Architect Don Bunting wonders if the construction industry 
needs a complete change of approach.
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BCA are defined.

Nevertheless, Section 17 clears up any 
potential chasm of responsibility created 
between a consent incorrectly issued and a 
builder slavishly following the consent, or a 
builder carrying out work that does not need a 
consent.

All building work carried out must comply with 
the building code, even if no building consent is 
required for it.

Section 112 addresses alterations made to 
existing buildings.

So, ultimately, one will not get a consent for the 
alteration of an existing building unless the 
Regulator is satisfied the building will, after the 
alteration, comply as much as possible with 
those aspects of the building code relating to 
the means of escape of fire and access/
facilities for people with disabilities.

However, this is not the end of the matter. A 
person may still obtain a consent to complete 
an alteration of an existing building if it can 
show that precise compliance with the building 
code will prevent the alteration going ahead, 
and the alteration would result in 
improvements to the means of escape as well 
as access/facilities for the disabled.

However, it is important to realise that the 
compliance and/or improvement relating to 
the means of escape of fire and access/
facilities for people with disabilities must be in 
respect of the whole building, not just the 
altered aspect.

Note: This article is not intended to be legal 
advice (nor a substitute for legal advice). No 
responsibility or liability is accepted by Legal 
Vision or Building Today to anyone who relies 
on the information contained in this article.

In this month’s article, I wish to review several 
of the key provisions of the Building Act 

2004.

Section 8 defines “building”, and sets out what 
would not be considered to be a building. The 
definition of “building” is inclusive rather than 
exclusive, and places most structures into the 
ambit of the Building Act 2004.

It is noted that this definition has expanded 
from the 1991 version to now include the 
following structures:

• A fence around a swimming pool.

• A vehicle that is immovable and that is 
occupied on a permanent or long-term basis.

• A mast, pole or telecommunications aerial 
more than seven metres tall and attached to a 
building.

Section 49 sets out the criteria that a Building 
Consent Authority (BCA) will apply to grant a 
building consent. It provides:

Grant of building consent

(1) A building consent authority must grant a 
building consent if it is satisfied on reasonable 
grounds that the provisions of the building 
code would be met if the building work were 
properly completed in accordance with the 
plans and specifications that accompanied the 
application.

(2) However, a building consent authority is not 
required to grant a building consent until it 
receives:

(a) any charge (or fee) fixed by it in relation to 
the consent; and

(b) any levy payable under section 53 …

[(c) Repealed.]

It utilises the historically problematic 
terminology “satisfied on reasonable grounds”.

The position is no different as regards the issue 
of Code Compliance Certificates. Section 94 
again uses the test of “satisfied on reasonable 
grounds”, but this time it relates it back to 
compliance with the consent.

It is apparent though, in terms of the interplay 
of these two sections, that the issue of the 
consent is of primary importance.

Once this issues, so long as the building work 
complies with it, then the most likely outcome 
is the issue of a Code Compliance Certificate.

Timothy Bates of Auckland law firm Legal Vision reviews several of the key provisions of the 
Building Act 2004.

Practically speaking, this means where changes 
to design are encountered during the course of 
a build (for example, passive fire compliance 
required in the context of multi-unit 
remediation), then the property owner will be 
required to seek an amendment to its consent 
before progressing further if it wishes to 
obtain a Code Compliance Certificate at the 
conclusion of the build.

A related provision in terms of the issue of the 
original consent is Section 19, which sets out 
how compliance with the Building Code is 
established. It provides that compliance may 
be achieved by the following methods:

• Compliance by method of a determination by 
the chief executive being a whole 
determination process.

• A multiple use approval issued by the chief 
executive which streamlines the building 
consent process for house designs to be 
replicated on scale.

• A current product certificate issued by the 
chief executive which is effectively a building 
method or product that has been deemed to 
be code compliant.

• Compliance with the Regulations that are 
made under section 20 of the Act which, in 
turn, calls up Section 401, being Regulations 
issued for earthquake-prone buildings.

Section 14 is interesting in that it sets out the 
responsibilities of various stakeholders in 
construction work. In particular, 
responsibilities of the owner/builder/designer/

The Building Act 2004 — a refresher course
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There is one other issue with staff, and this, in 
the past few years, has become by far the 
biggest problem — “where have all the staff 
gone?”

They say it’s a seller’s market in the housing 
game. Well, these days it’s certainly an 
employee’s market in the building game. When 
we have a good one we tend to do whatever is 
needed to keep them.

When we have a bad one we are getting scared 
to let them go as we don’t know where the 

replacement will come from.

And that is the problem right there 
— where do they come from? They will 
only come from another company and 
that company is in the same boat as you 
— they’re bending over backwards to 
keep the good ones. Which means it’s 
the substandard ones on the transfer 
list, and asking for the big fees.

Is there an answer? Not a quick one, 
that’s for sure — at least not while the 
so-called boom is on anyway.

We need more apprentices, that’s not 
rocket science is it? If every building 
company took on an apprentice or two, 
what a difference that would make in 
three or four years.

If we all managed our staff well, I 
promise it would make a difference on 
so many levels.

Then there is the controversial question 
of bringing in migrant workers. But 
that’s a column for another day . . .

There is an opportunity to be a part of Trades Coaching 
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www.tradescoachingnewzealand.co.nz

Become a fully-trained 
Business Coach

They talk about the “Business Dream” — 
work for yourself, be your own boss, 

flexible hours, get off the tools and let the team 
do the work, blah blah blah. Oh yeah, and earn 
a fortune.

All sound good? Of course it does, it’s the 
dream, right? For many it’s a dream that comes 
true, but there are an awful lot of levels of this 
success.

There is one part of the dream that comes up 
time and time again as a major headache 
factor though. Actually, there are several and 
they normally appear in this order: staff, 
cashflow, staff, paperwork, staff, clients, 
chasing money and the list goes on. 
Unfortunately.

I am not for one minute suggesting the 
“Business Dream” is actually a nightmare — far 
from it. But there are, on occasions, possibly 
just a few sleepless nights.

So let’s look at the headache that, for some, is 
more like a migraine.

Staff. They can be your biggest asset or your 
biggest liability. If you want to grow, staff are 
essential. If you are spending more time 
running around after your staff than you are 
your clients then there’s a problem.

Then there are all the perks they want — 

Being your own boss — a dream or a nightmare?
Terry Sage of Trades Coaching New Zealand debates the pros and cons of working for yourself 
— that fine balancing act otherwise known as the ‘Business Dream’
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vehicle, phone, fuel card, tool allowance, six 
weeks’ holiday, extra days off in the busy 
times, I sneezed this morning so will take three 
days off — and this list never ends either.

In real life we can manage all the perks — and 
it is that word manage that is the key. You, yes 
you, it’s your job as the owner to “manage” 
your team.

Step one is to balance on the line between 
being overly friendly with them or being the 
ultimate dictator. My advice is don’t be the 
dictator but be the leader. Don’t be their bestie 
but respect them with a hint of a friendly smile.

I will tell you now, this is no easy task. For most 
of us it is far easier being best mates with the 
gang than being the boss. Fact is, if you’re too 
friendly they will walk all over you. Ring any 
bells?

The managing bit comes down to just having 
several tools, including communication, house 
rules, communication, job descriptions, 
communication, expectations, and to be fair 
with them in all aspects of the job. Oh yeah, 
and communicate with them.

It seems like I am exaggerating the talking part, 
right? You will be shocked at how many owners 
have trouble talking to their staff or, more 
correctly, talking to them as their boss.
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Try as I might I couldn’t get outraged at the 
Australian cricketers for ball tampering in 

Cape Town. I knew they’d done wrong and were 
most definitely guilty of cheating. Yet no matter 
how desperately I searched, my moral compass 
just wouldn’t take me on the same path as many 
others.

I have hated the Australian cricket team with a 
vengeful passion at times in my life and, as hard 
as I drilled to find disdain, I came up empty. In 
fact, I believe Steve Smith, David Warner and 
Cameron Bancroft have been harshly punished. 
Not harshly judged, just harshly punished.

Cricket Australia (CA) was swift in handing out 
lengthy suspensions (12 months for Smith and 
Warner, nine for Bancroft), and then the 
dominoes toppled.

Both Smith and Warner were dumped by their 
IPL teams in India, and sponsors were dropping 
the cricketers themselves as well as threatening 
to walk out on the national body. This is at a time 
when CA is delicately working through its next 
television deal and the stain of a cheating 
scandal devalues its bargaining power.

It is estimated Smith and Warner could be down 
up to $5 million each in earnings. Worst of all, 
they’ve been labelled “Un-australian”.

These guys blatantly cheated and got caught, 
bringing the game into disrepute and deeply 
embarrassing CA and their country. So why 
shouldn’t these guys pay such a heavy price for 
their conduct (unbecoming)? And surely the 
public outrage is entirely fair, right? Right?

What you won’t hear is much moral indignation 
from the players’ peer group, that being current 
and former players. Criticism yes, disappointment 
sure. But not out and out condemnation. And that 
is because they understand ball tampering is 
ubiquitous — always has been.

The International Cricket Council only dispenses 
light penalties to offenders — in this instance 
Bancroft used sandpaper to rough the ball and 
didn’t even accumulate enough demerit points to 
warrant a suspension.

The delicious irony of opposing South African 
skipper Faf du Plessis having twice been 

SPORTTODAYBT
Radio Sport Breakfast co-host Kent Johns presents his latest thought-
provoking column reflecting on the previous month’s sporting events 

and controversies, along with upcoming events. Answer his Sport Today 
Trivia Question below and go into the draw to win some great prizes!

Tune in to Kent Johns, Radio Sport 
Breakfast. 6am - 9am weekdays

convicted of ball tampering was unavoidable too.

No, the reason for such stiff penalties for Smith 
and Co was to appease those offended. For too 
long the Australian cricket team has been 
perceived as arrogant, up themselves, two-faced 
bullies. They have been universally disliked for 
years so here was a chance to knock them down 
a peg or two.

This could be a watershed moment for cricket in 
Australia. The navel gazing may last a while.

My issue is Steve Smith was only captain for less 
than three years and the public’s grievances go 
way further back. Obviously his position as 
captain became untenable, but I believe these 
guys are paying for the sins of others, and every 
bit of anger and resentment for what the baggy 
green cap is seen to represent has been heaped 
upon them.

This doesn’t seem fair to me, and the punishment 
most certainly doesn’t fit the crime. But the 
bloodlusters have their heads and are satisfied. I 
think it’s all a little undignified. You might say 
Un-australian.

To be the man, first you must beat the man, or 
so the saying goes. That is what sprang to 

mind moments after the Parker vs Joshua fight 
on Easter Sunday morning.

Joseph Parker has aspirations to be the best 
heavyweight boxer in the world, but walked into 
a solid reality check. And Anthony Joshua was 
just that — solid.

He was able to control the bout through his size 
and reach advantage without necessarily landing 

big shots to the chin of Parker. It was the first 
time in his professional career he didn’t knock 
out his opponent — but in truth, Joshua never 
needed to get out of third gear.

Parker wasn’t able to get close enough to inflict 
damage, and his landing of only five punches in 
the first round set the tone for the rest of the 
fight.

Parker was totally outclassed on the day, but 
it won’t end there for him — far from it. At 26 he 
is relatively young for a boxer, and very few go 
through a career undefeated.

Joshua and the undefeated American Deontay 
Wilder look a class above the rest, but even a 
unification bout between these two will present 
Parker and others with opportunities.

Even with an “undisputed” champion 
the heavyweight division will once again splinter 
(it always does), leaving different belts up for 
grabs.

Other fighters will emerge. Another path to glory 
will develop. And if Joseph Parker can beat a few 
more credible opponents then there is reason to 
think he will get another crack at being the top 
dog — the man.

Aussie cricketers’ punishment unfair

We’ve scored a double pass for a Go Karting 
session at Hampton Downs! 

Just answer the following question: How many 
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  Feb 2018 Jan 2018 Feb 2017

Far North District 28 21 35

Whangarei District 58 48 74

Kaipara District  29 12 22

Rodney District  57 46 87

North Shore/AlbanyWards 226 208 268

Waitakere Ward  49 55 44

Auckland Wards  201 197 185

Manukau/Howick Wards 133 65 65

Manurewa-Papakura Ward 76 106 75

Franklin Ward  37 41 76

Thames-Coromandel District 32 20 23

Hauraki District  9 3 9

Waikato District  53 32 63

Matamata-Piako District 6 13 14

Hamilton City  95 50 99

Waipa District  31 55 54

Otorohanga District 2 4 6

South Waikato District 3 1 7

Waitomo District 2 1 2

Taupo District  30 14 16

Western Bay of Plenty District 53 29 39

Tauranga City  92 82 171

Rotorua District  7 8 8

Whakatane District 11 4 6

Kawerau District  1 0 0

Opotiki District  3 0 3

Gisborne District  9 5 8

Wairoa District  0 0 1

Hastings District  32 18 25

Napier City  25 19 25

Central Hawke’s Bay District 4 5 1

New Plymouth District 34 25 34

Stratford District 4 2 5

South Taranaki District 2 8 3

Ruapehu District 5 3 5

Wanganui District 12 12 12

Rangitikei District 2 5 3

Manawatu District 10 13 19

Palmerston North City 34 25 37

Tararua District  0 1 2

  Feb 2018 Jan 2018 Feb 2017

Horowhenua District 29 12 14

Kapiti Coast District 23 23 23

Porirua City  27 23 24

Upper Hutt City  76 21 7

Lower Hutt City  45 20 15

Wellington City  43 36 34

Masterton District 15 13 17

Carterton District 6 2 3

South Wairarapa District 4 1 10

Tasman District  42 13 23

Nelson City  37 14 21

Marlborough District 18 27 20

Kaikoura District 1 3 1

Buller District  5 0 2

Grey District  1 1 7

Westland District 2 3 4

Hurunui District  13 15 5

Waimakariri District 74 25 43

Christchurch City 169 155 174

Selwyn District  83 61 98

Ashburton District 11 15 22

Timaru District  13 17 9

Mackenzie District 9 9 7

Waimate District 0 1 1

Chatham Islands Territory 0 0 2

Waitaki District  4 12 10

Central Otago District 13 21 44

Queenstown-Lakes District 111 84 79

Dunedin City  23 23 43

Clutha District  0 7 6

Southland District 7 9 6

Gore District  1 1 1

Invercargill City  10 11 12

Area Outside TA  0 0 0

Total  2412 1916 2418

• Based on 2006 census areas  

• Each dwelling unit in a housing project is counted separately

• Figures in these tables may differ from published statistics

Number of new dwellings consented

Building Consents Information 
For All Authorisations, February 2018

Dwellings    $1,097,385,000
Domestic Outbuildings     $18,550,000

Total Residential   $1,115,935,000
Non-residential   $525,879,000

Total All Buildings       $1,641,814,000
Non-building Construction     $38,174,000

Total Authorisations               $1,679,988,000

Source: Statistics New Zealand
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